BK-HPR2-150-DCJ
Camera and Ringlight Bracket

A low-cost rugged bracket that accepts a range of machine vision cameras and the CCS HPR2 Series ringlights. Ideal for Computational Imaging applications.

Key Features
- Rugged construction suitable for both lab and factory floor installations
- Permits variable camera and light working distances
- Accommodates leading MV cameras and a 150mm CCS ringlight. Other light sizes available upon request.
- Multiple mounting options at both light and camera
- Easy camera height adjustment with thumbscrews
- Guarantees alignment of camera to light
- Suitable for both conventional and Computational Imaging applications such as Photometric Stereo

Specs
- Fits small cameras from leading manufacturers
- Rugged 12.7mm diameter steel posts
- Working distance adjustment range ~ 323 mm (depends on camera and lens)
- Certain cameras may require different adapter plate or camera slide
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